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…Georgian floors were often painted and Georgian floorboards are equally hard to replicate. You will
generally find that, in both hard and soft woods, they were usually wider - and to many more attractive -
than the boards available today...”

From Period Property UK: http://www.periodproperty.co.uk/ppuk_discovering_article_037.shtml

The floorboards on the ground floor of the main house at Terragong – comprising the formal
Dining Room, the Library and the Entrance Hall - are of Fijian Kauri.  Typical of the time and original
to the house, they are indeed wider than modern day floorboards.  Sometime in the late
1940s/early 1950s, the house was carpeted in Axminster carpet; at the time of our purchase in
2014, the carpet was well past its prime and dangerously worn, a very real trip hazard (and
the fashion for a change of pattern and colour as you progressed from room to room had
definitely had its heyday!).

Lifting the carpet and underlay, we discovered that the foyer floor had previously been covered in
linoleum – a hardwearing, no-fuss surface ideally suited to the foot traffic of a working farm
house.  Although only remnants of the linoleum remained in patches across the space, every
square inch of floor was coated in a thick layer of hardened lino adhesive, melded to the boards.

Removing the glue posed a quandary. Using a sander to remove the adhesive was out of the
question – the heat generated by sanding only softened the glue, making for a sticky mess; rather,
good old-fashioned elbow grease was required.

Terragong's Painted
Entrance Hall Floor
By Simon Milner.

“Georgians were very fond of painted doors, windows and furniture. The
modern tendency to strip softwood furniture would be an anathema to any
Georgian. Only very expensive timbers such as seasoned oak and mahogany
would have been left unpainted…
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Over the space of a few months, on hands and knees working a small section of floor at a time, we
used methylated spirits and a paint scraper to first soften then remove the glue. Disappointingly,
once stripped clean, the boards though in good nick were not of a sufficiently good condition or
quality to justify the expense of staining and polishing and all the preparation that would entail;
butted together rather than of a tongue and groove construction, there were small gaps, chips and
noticeable imperfections everywhere.

Taking inspiration from the Georgian fashion of painted or stencilled floors mentioned above and
with a budget to stick to, we opted for a painted finish to (comparatively speaking) inexpensively
disguise imperfections whilst creating impact.  

We are particularly fond of the entrance foyer at Old Government House in Parramatta (below,
photo credit – https://www.nationaltrust.org.au/places/old-government-house/), so worked to
images of that space for our design – a classic black and white chequerboard.  We engaged Sydney-
based Alan Mullany of Mullany & Co, a painter with experience in painted effects and who had
tackled other interior painting projects at Terragong for us, to deliver the effect we were after.
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Using acrylic interior-grade paint, Alan first primed the bare boards
with an undercoat of white, followed by two more coats of white paint,
covering the entire floor.  Allowing sufficient time for these coats to
dry, Alan then marked out the chequerboard pattern with tape, angle
and tape measures (and a lot of patience), ensuring true lines and
perfect squares; two coats of contrasting (black) paint were then used
to in-fill the appropriate squares or ‘tiles’.  Finally, once the masking
tape was removed and any minor touch-ups had been made, the floor
was left for an additional 48 hours to dry/cure before applying two
coats of a satin-finish carbothane floor-grade sealant, protecting the
paint layers below, highlighting the wood grain and providing an
appropriate sheen to the floor. 

In total, the paint finish component of the project took a little over four
days to complete. A regular going over with a steam mop is all that’s
required to keep the floor clean!
 
Further information on the history of painted floors:
 https://www.oldhouseonline.com/interiors-and-decor/traditional-
painted-floors
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the floorboards after removal of the lino
adhesive

the first of the undercoat layers is applied



two coats of white base cover applied and
the measuring and marking begins

the chequerboard pattern marked-out and
ready for infilling with the contrast colour



the contrast colour is painted in (two coats) and allowed to dry before the masking
tape is removed and the final clear sealant (two coats) applied


